
THE YARD
The Yard is a place that sits between water 
and land, that’s the nature of boatyards. 

0’ 30’ 60’ 120’

The Yard at India Basin has a layered history of lived experience with San 
Francisco Bay. It is one of the last remnants of the San Francisco shoreline where 
people had a direct connection to the water as a way of life. The presence of 
generations of laboring shipwrights protected this piece of shoreline, valuing the 
building and launch of their vessels over filling the Bay to claim more property.

This proposal celebrates a landscape through time by unraveling both its 
natural and human-made history while also celebrating a communal future. 
When entering the yard one feels a sense of energy, action and connection—a 
hub for food, boat making, sailing and cultural reflection. It is a meeting ground 
for neighbors, many of whom have spent their life here as well as the many 
newcomers and travelers passing through.

We have to be careful to not to sanitize or overwhelm this remarkable site by 
going for an overnight transformation with high-end design on an ambitious 
budget. It might be better to spend less on day one and see what is fitting with 
everyone - incrementally create a collection of new “devices” to go with the old 
ones. It will be easier to raise a smaller amount at least to start so something 
could be completed sooner and build it out more organically. We should have a 
smart phasing plan so that the community gets their needs addressed up front. 
Over time they will have the best idea how much is appropriate long term.

With a growing population and rising tides this India Basin shoreline will change—
both through environmental flux and human actions, so the Yard could be thought 
of as a scaffold upon which to further evolve.

DESIGN TEAM: Tom Leader Studio / Landscape Architecture and Urban Design  
               Susan Schwartzenberg / Exploratorium, Artist
         Page & Turnbull / Architecture and Historic Preservation 
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“There is a constant change between high and low tides over the day, 
season and decades. By 2100 areas of the park will be under water. Lets 
celebrate this incremental drama and retain or replace the old rails/ramps 
as a measuring device--a way for adults and kids to integrate tides and 
mudflats into their daily experience. There will be a sense of place — when 
the water is up they can launch their kayaks, and when it’s low they can 
appreciate when the mud is exposed.”

The CITY’s waterfront is an 
abrupt change

The SOUTH BAY is disconnected from the water

INDIA BASIN has an original shoreline 
with easy access to water...

...an opportunity to increase AWARENESS of  
life on the bay.
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“The cottage feels lonely all by itself on Innes Ave. It could use some company. And we 
shouldn’t over stuff it with gift shops and cafes and bathrooms. Maybe it just needs to do 
the storytelling and nothing else. Maybe we could add a couple more cottages along Innes 
and make a big social place for everybody. We could invite the community to come in 
from Innes and feel welcome, spend the afternoon on a big deck with Albion Beer and 
oysters, red snapper tacos maybe. Terraced decks full of families and dogs that gently 
bring you down to the yard.”
Features:

• New public entrance through a series of decks, stairs and ramps
• Historic Cultural Museum located in Shipwright Cottage
• Public/Private food and beverage decks
• Pedestrian bridge to shoreline over bike path for safety 
• Native plantings along terraced gardens and slopes
• Iconic signal tower with tide gauge and recycled water feature

Features:

• Boat Repair Shop with working crane, rails and winch
• Classroom programming to learn about boat building
• Oyster shell tidal rail yard
• Restored historic boat rails
• Children’s play winch and boat on rails
• A line of black and white poles to gauge tidal fluctuations
• Sheltered pier with public picnic tables, BBQ grills, and lounge chairs
• Kayak pavilion for equipment rentals and storage
• Bicycle rest stop with concessions and repairs
• Caretaker houseboat in remembrance of Archie Green, a local shipwright

‘The schooner scows built here, like the Alma, were built specifically for shallow water 
and sloughs. They frequented all those areas of the Bay that bigger boats could not reach - 
they allowed commerce from those more southern and inland areas to flow freely across 
the Bay. You could say that India Basin is the introduction to the South Bay. If you want 
to see Clipper Ships you need to go north – this place is about shallow water navigation 
and keeping that peculiar culture alive and operational.”

WORKING YARD

COMMUNITY YARD

The Alma at India Basin, being restored, 1969

Allemand Brothers boat yard, ca. 1948 View of the Social Deck , looking towards Shipwright Cottage

View of the Working Boat Yard



Transformed into a Community studio and Museum, the cottage is a hybrid of both. 

As a museum it tells the story of this place with images, stories and a local natural 

history collection. As a community studio it functions as a living and gathering 

space for the neighborhood. Here old and new neighbors come together. It is the 

heart of the site connecting people on the Bay trail who might stop – with a way to 

connect to this place and its story. Weddings, birthdays, classes, films, meetings 

and retreats can all happen here.

Into the 20th century India Basin was dotted with water towers. To draw 

upon that history, and also bring some height to the Yard, let’s consider a 

signal tower in the relative location of the old water tower. This sculptural 

tower marks winds, tides and the local springs. A small cylindrical tank 

provides a shower and drinking fountain for cyclists and walkers below.  

A series of tide-responsive LED lights glow one by one each hour. A wind 

indicator and anemometer animates wind direction. The tower is also a 

signifier from a distance for the Yard ahead.

The Alma was built here in 1891 and like its sister ships was the 

workhorse of commerce in San Francisco Bay. Restored in 1969 at 

this site – let’s bring it back. By traveling back and forth from Hyde 

St. Pier – the Alma will establish connections between the north 

and south Bay.
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TERRACE-DOWN
From the INNES AVE FRONTAGE we could TERRACE DOWN to the SHORELINE, working with 

the SLOPE and the SCALE of the new and existing building. THE deck off the street receives 
people coming from the street and the TERRACES provide a great view over THE BAY.

.

RAMP-OUT 
The big entry steps TRACE THE HISTORIC boat RAILS and bring you down the SLOPE 
eventually to the shoreline.  THE RAMPS are reconstructed in place and gently slide 
into the water - just as they used to for practical reasons. One is still functional for 
hauling out boats and others are forsaking and tracking the rise and fall of the water.
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OPEN GREEN SPACE
This area can be used AS AN EVENT SPACE, informal recreation, OR FOR FAMILY GATHERINGS. 
The HILLS could have VALLEYS between them and create seasonal drainage for cleaning storm 
water. It will also make a great play area for CHILDREN to have an experience with a real creek 
and how it enters the bay. 
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Back wall photo mural with historic 

map segments of India Basin and 
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permanent works.
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“There is a special marine sensibility that still exists here but it’s fragile.  Let’s celebrate 
its history and not layer over it or sanitize it. Instead, let’s commemorate the work of 
shipwrights both in the cottage and also in the public spaces of the yard by curating some 
of its roughness. Here on this restored beach, old wooden ship rails are restored and a 
fragment of a scow schooner or other ship remnant becomes an iconic sculptural element.  
Integrated into its structure is a strip of images and quotations (etched in stainless steel) 
revealing stories of the labor and life of shipwrights. This sculptural element could take 
many forms, but would be designed to be utilized as a place where people might sit, 
or a place for a picnic or celebration. Maybe it’s better to spend less and create a sparse 
collection of new “devices” to go with the old ones – developing this place slowly rather 
than spending too much too soon.”

I’m glad I was a shipwright ... Why shouldn’t shipwrights be remembered?
 - Archie Green

“The Yard is really the social hub, the gateway of all these related parks around India 
Basin. The India Basin Shoreline Park should be very different, full of soft flowing 
landforms, grasses, forest, a big lawn, a small mountain, and a whole series of valleys for 
seasonal creeks that lead to the water. Kids can play in these valleys which will be more 
engaging than the old play structures. We should get rid of all those unused, worn-out 
hard stuff and make it a natural playground.”
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Features:

• Restored and elevated sand beach with stairs down to the water
• Restored historic wood ship rails 
• Iconic sculptural boat with narrative depicting the life of shipwrights
• Rentable community event space in picnic pier
• Phasing of design elements to integrate with community and cultural awareness
• Integration with local community art programs and studios


